
Cllr Lindsay Rawlings, Shadow lead member Environment To Enfield 
Council’s Climate Action Plan

Please find below my response to the above.

Firstly it is annoying that, having had to cancel the public meeting the closing date for 
responses was not delayed.  It has taken some months to get this plan published and, as 
the majority of councillors were not part of the task force this document needs to be read 
without having any background or insights into discussions that took place.  Also the 
Foreword states that ‘we must engage with our residents..... in the delivery of this strategy.’ 
Without having a public meeting I am not sure how that engagement will being let alone be 
carried forward.

There are a lot of figures included particularly in the first section.  Some of them seem 
large but context is lost and apart from one comparison with Greggs Bakery there doesn’t 
seem to be any easy way of understanding them especially to a relatively lay person such 
as myself.

Apart from recycling targets there is nothing in this document which states how residents 
can be involved in this plan.  There is mention of electric vehicles, cycling and getting rid of 
gas boilers but these don’t seem to be focused on residents.  I know that these are small 
parts of the problem but, if you really want to engage with residents then surely letting 
them know directly what they can do to help, even in a small way, will allow them to feel 
part of this plan.

When mentioning staff in this survey does this include councillors?  A survey of staff 
commuting should include councillors.

Under council’s operations there are two gullet points on lights.  One says about light 
sensors and one about LED lights.  I don’t know the relative merits of each but would ask 
whether these are the wrong way round in being implemented.  Perhaps some figures 
would have been helpful to show which gave the most benefit.  I would also ask why it will 
take until 2023/4 to install electric charging infrastructure at key council sites.

Under Travel section point 2 mentions increasing provision of electric vehicle charging.  At 
the moment if a couple of people ask for bike storage there is money available for a 
hanger to be placed in a road.  Why can this not be looked at when residents enquire 
about charging points? There are more people looking to buy electric vehicles whether this 
is for private use or work use (black cabs) but who decide not to because they don’t have 
off street parking and/or don’t know where their nearest charging point is.

Buildings - there is no mention in this section (or any other) as to the environmental impact 
during the actual building phase.  Whether this is the vehicles going to and from the site, 
the workers travel, the materials used etc.  Surely it would be useful for this to be looked at 
when assessing planning applications in the future.

Waste - the report mentions the Edmonton Eco Park.  Can you let me know where 
Enfield’s waste and recycling goes to.  Also there is a need to look at trade waste which, 
from certain trades must have a large percentage of recyclable material.  Also need to look 
at food waste bins within council offices.  



Energy - again the part on Energetik does not take into account its full environmental 
impact ie the new pipes needed, upkeep of them, digging up of roads etc. If this is taken 
into account is it still such a saving.  We must start looking at the impact of installing new 
technologies and not just the savings they themselves will make.

There is mention of wind but nothing with regard to solar panels on council land (not just 
buildings).

I look forward to reading the report which will be taken to Cabinet and being able to hear a 
full discussion on this at the relevant meeting.

Regards 

Cllr Lindsay Rawlings
Town ward

Shadow lead member Environment


